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ABSTRACT 8	
Most plasma membranes comprise a large number of different molecules including lipids and proteins. In the 9	
standard ‘fluid mosaic’ model, the membrane function is ensured by proteins while lipids are largely passive and 10	
serve solely to the membrane cohesion. Here we show, using supported 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-11	
phosphocholine (DOPC) lipid bilayers in different saline solutions, that ions can locally induce ordering of the lipid 12	
molecules within the otherwise fluid bilayer when the latter is supported. This nano-ordering exhibits a 13	
characteristic lengthscale of ~20 nm, and manifests itself clearly when mechanical stress is applied to the 14	
membrane. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements in aqueous solutions containing NaCl, KCl, CaCl2 15	
and Tris buffer show that the magnitude of the effect is strongly ion-specific, with Ca2+ and Tris respectively 16	
promoting and reducing stress-induced nano-texturing of the membrane. The AFM results are complemented by 17	
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, which reveal an inverse correlation between the 18	
tendency for molecular nano-ordering and the diffusion coefficient within the bilayer. Control AFM experiments on 19	
other lipids and at different temperatures support the hypothesis that the nano-texturing is induced by reversible, 20	
localized gel-like solidification of the membrane. These results suggest that supported fluid phospholipid bilayers 21	
are not homogenous at the nanoscale, but specific ions are able to locally alter molecular organisation and 22	
mobility, and spatially modulate the membrane’s properties on a lengthscale of ~20 nm. To further illustrate this 23	
point, we followed with AFM the adsorption of the membrane-penetrating antimicrobial peptide Temporin L in 24	
different solutions. The results confirm that the peptides do not absorb randomly, but follow the ion-induced 25	
spatial modulation of the membrane. Our results suggest that ionic effects have a significant impact for passively 26	
modulating the local properties of biological membranes, where in contact with a support such as the 27	
cytoskeleton. 28	
 29	
 30	
 31	
INTRODUCTION 32	
The plasma membrane separates the inside of the cell from the surrounding environment. It is a highly 33	
organized and heterogeneous structure composed of phospholipids, proteins and organic molecules (1), and 34	
plays a fundamental and active role in the cell function. The lipids, which are the main constituent of the 35	
membrane, form a fluid double layer that embeds and anchors active biomolecules. The interplay between lipids 36	
and host molecules in the membrane is however still poorly understood. The first widely accepted membrane 37	
model (2), the so-called “fluid mosaic” model, assumes that phospholipids are merely structural molecules in 38	
which membrane proteins can move freely. This passive description of the membrane lipids is increasingly 39	
challenged by recent findings (3-6). Studies have shown that the membrane is a highly dynamical structure that 40	
actively supports the cell function. Phospholipids play an important role in this new understanding, for example 41	
in conferring membrane curvature (7) and actively organizing proteins complexes (6, 8). Despite these 42	
advances, our molecular-level understanding of plasma membranes is still limited, partly due to a lack of 43	
experimental results. Important questions related to the anomalous diffusion of lipids under certain 44	
circumstances (9, 10) or the role of membrane rafts (11) remain a matter of debate. Molecular-level studies of 45	
natural biomembranes are usually challenging due to the large number of different molecules in the membrane 46	
as well as their specific organisation. In order to overcome these difficulties, many studies make use of synthetic 47	
lipid bilayers as model biological membranes. The advantage of synthetic bilayers is the possibility of 48	
controlling the membrane composition precisely, therefore helping the interpretation of experiments while 49	
retaining some of the most important features of natural biomembranes (12-15). Additionally, when addressing 50	
single-molecule details, it is often helpful to support the membrane on a substrate. In cells, free standing plasma 51	
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membranes constantly reshape (16) and undulate (17) in order to help cellular function, rendering local tracking 1	
of molecules challenging. Solid-supported membranes are typically immersed in aqueous solution, and only a 2	
few nanometres of the solution separate the membrane from the solid support (18). This approach effectively 3	
confines the membrane in two dimensions, hence facilitating high-resolution investigations with techniques such 4	
as atomic force microscopy (19), fluorescence microscopy (20), fluorescence recovery after photobleaching 5	
(21), quartz crystal microbalance (22) and neutron reflectometry (6). Synthetic supported lipid bilayers (23) 6	
(SLBs) are routinely used in experimental studies, including for investigating the influence of proteins (24, 25), 7	
antibodies (26), functionalized nanoparticles (27), polymers (28), amino acids (29) and antimicrobial peptides 8	
(30) on the morphology and biophysical properties of the membrane. 9	
The presence of a supporting solid does, however, affect the behaviour of SLBs. Simple biophysical properties 10	
such as the lipids transition temperature (31) and molecular diffusion coefficients have been shown to differ in 11	
SLBs when compared with identical membranes freestanding in solution (23). This can be partly explained by 12	
interactions between the lipids of SLBs and the substrate. These interactions can be direct such as van der Waals 13	
and electrostatic forces (12, 32), or indirect, through a global hydrogen bond network that stabilises the 14	
membrane when immersed in a solution. The hydrophilicity of the substrate can affect the thickness and the 15	
dynamics of the water trapped between the substrate and the bilayer (33). Not surprisingly, the formation and 16	
properties of SLBs can be tuned by changes in the lipid-substrate interactions, for example through the 17	
solution’s pH (34), ionic strength (35), electrolyte content (36-38), by temperature (39), as well as the 18	
substrate’s topography and chemistry (40). The fact that SLBs’ properties differ from those of freestanding 19	
bilayers is often seen as a limitation of SLB-based experiments, with natural biomembranes expected to behave 20	
more like freestanding bilayers. However, natural cell membranes are never completely freestanding, but locally 21	
supported and constrained by the cytoskeleton and cytoplasm on one side, and the extracellular matrix on the 22	
other side. Local interactions between these supports and the molecules composing the membranes are believed 23	
to play an active role in the membrane function and to be key to the cell survival (41). The interaction of SLBs 24	
with the substrate therefore represents an opportunity to examine the influence of cell support on the local 25	
properties of the membrane. Given the extended and homogenous SLB-substrate interaction in most 26	
experiments, it is necessary to investigate the membrane locally, and at the nanoscale if results are to be relevant 27	
for our understanding of natural systems. 28	
Atomic force microscopy (42) (AFM) is a tool of choice to conduct this type of experimental study; it operates 29	
locally at the nanoscale (43), can function in liquid environment (44), and can quantify not only topography (45) 30	
but also the nano-mechanical and viscoelastic properties (46) of soft biological samples. Studies of SLBs with 31	
AFM in liquid environment (19, 47) have allowed identification of nanoscale features such as different lipid 32	
microdomains (48), and sub-molecular details of membrane protein structure (49) and function (50). When 33	
operated dynamically (vibrating tip) and with small tip oscillation amplitudes, it is also possible to derive 34	
molecular-level information about the membrane hydration landscape (51) including in the presence of adsorbed 35	
ions (52, 53) that can often be directly imaged (54, 55). Recent AFM studies have shown that ions can form 36	
correlated clusters at the surface of mica in solution (56). Ions have long been known to interact with 37	
biomembranes (37, 57) and sometimes specifically with lipids (58). Metal cations can bind to different locations 38	
of the lipids headgroups of common plasma membrane’s lipids such as phosphatidylcholine or 39	
phosphatidylserine (38, 59, 60). This often results in significant changes of the membrane’s characteristics (61, 40	
62). The effect of ions on the substrate-bilayer interaction is however still poorly understood at the mesoscale –41	
the 1-100 nm range– where correlation and clustering effects are expected to dominate (63). In that range, a 42	
small number of molecules acting in a coherent manner can induce local but significant changes in the 43	
membrane’s properties. Furthermore, the role of macro-ions such as commonly used buffer molecules is 44	
generally ignored. Buffers and metal ions trapped between the substrate and the bilayer can significantly alter 45	
the hydration landscape of the proximal leaflet, potentially affecting the local nano-mechanics and dynamics of 46	
the supported lipid bilayer surface.  47	
In this study we use AFM to investigate the effect of different metal and buffer ions on the interaction between 48	
fluid phospholipid SLBs with the underlying substrate in solution. We focus on the nanoscale organisation of 49	
the lipids when under local confinement. We show that the average pressure applied by the AFM tip while 50	
imaging the SLB could trigger the formation of long-lived but reversible mesoscale structures, likely due to a 51	
localised gelation-like ordering of lipid molecules in the membrane. This phenomenon depends strongly on the 52	
ionic species present in the solution used for creating the SLB. We correlate the AFM results with the average 53	
lateral diffusion coefficient of the lipids in the membrane, obtained from fluorescence recovery after 54	
photobleaching (FRAP) measurements. The results are discussed from the perspective of nanoscale lipid 55	
mobility and molecular interactions. We also discuss the importance of ion-induced mesoscale effects for 56	
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modulating the adsorption of biomolecules, illustrated here with the cell-penetrating antimicrobial peptide 1	
Temporin L. 2	
 3	
 4	
 5	
MATERIALS AND METHODS 6	
Materials 7	
All chemicals were obtained from commercial sources and used without further purification. The lipids, 1,2-8	
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), 9	
and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DOPS) where purchased dissolved in chloroform from Avanti 10	
Polar Lipids Inc. (Alabaster, Alabama, USA). 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine 11	
rhodamine B sulfonyl, ammonium salt) (DPPE-Rhod.) in powder form was obtained from the same company. 12	
The salts and buffering agents (all > 99.0% purity) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK) and 13	
dissolved/diluted in ultrapure water (Merck-Millipore, Watford, UK). Solutions were created with fixed 14	
concentrations of ions as follow: KCl 150 mM, NaCl 150 mM, Tris 10 mM, CaCl2 2 mM, combining them in 15	
the eight different solutions listed in Table 1. Wherever possible, the pH was adjusted to 7.4 using HCl 5 M and 16	
KOH/NaOH 5 M (depending on whether NaCl or KCl was used in the solution). 17	
 18	
Solution ref. number Solution composition 
1 KCl 150 mM 
2 NaCl 150 mM 
3 Tris 10 mM / NaCl 150 mM 
 4 Tris 10 mM / KCl 150 mM 
5 NaCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM 
6 KCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM 
7 Tris 10 mM / NaCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM 
8 Tris 10mM / KCl 150mM / CaCl2 2mM 
 19	
TABLE 1 Detailed composition of the eight different deposition solutions used for the formation of SLBs. The measurement 20	
solutions were obtained in each case by diluting 15 times the preparation solutions with ultrapure water. 21	
 22	
Supported lipid bilayer preparation 23	
Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) of DOPC, POPC and DOPS were formed via the vesicle fusion method (13, 24	
64). In short, 100 µL of a chloroform solution containing the lipids (10 mg/mL for DOPC and POPC, and 1 25	
mg/mL for DOPS) was pipetted into a 3 mL glass vial and dried under a gentle nitrogen steam until no fluid 26	
remained. For FRAP experiments, 1.6 µL of DPPE-Rhod 0.4 mM (0.05% final concentration) was added to the 27	
DOPC before drying. The vial was then placed under vacuum for > 12 hours to eliminate residual chloroform. 28	
The resulting lipid film was subsequently re-hydrated in 1 mL of the solution of interest so as to achieve a lipid 29	
concentration of 1 mg/mL. The vial was bath-sonicated for at least 30 minutes at > 40°C until the solution 30	
became uniformly milky and opaque due to the formation of multi-lamellar vesicles. The solution was then 31	
extruded 11 times using a Mini-Extruder kit (Avanti Polar Lipids Inc.) with a 100 nm filter (Whatman, Ge 32	
Healthcare Life Science, Amersham, UK) to form large unilamellar vesicles. The solution was further diluted 10 33	
times in the same solution (except DOPS), to reach a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. A drop (100 µL) of this 34	
solution was deposited on a disc of Grade I freshly cleaved Muscovite mica (SPI supplies, West Chester, USA). 35	
The sample was incubated 30 minutes at 65°C in a sealed Petri dish and then progressively cooled down to 25°C 36	
over 1.5 hour to ensure full relaxation of the bilayer in its fluid state. The incubation was done in a water-37	
saturated atmosphere to prevent any drying of the sample. The sample is then rinsed carefully with measurement 38	
solution (15× diluted preparation solution) before AFM imaging. This last procedure serves two purposes: first 39	
since this study focuses on the influence of the substrate on the bilayer’s behaviour, removal of some of the ions 40	
in solution emphasises the relative importance of the ions trapped between the bilayer and the substrate in 41	
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modulating SLB-substrate interactions. Second, the rinsing does not affect the already formed bilayer but it 1	
allows clearer images of the surface’s changes and minimises tip-induced effects (65) (for details see Fig. S1). 2	
Since the DOPC bilayer is in fluid phase at the experimental temperature (25° C), any exposure of the sample to 3	
air (bubbles or drying) disrupts the bilayer assembly. It was therefore not possible to use a same bilayer for all 4	
the experiments (with solution exchange) and new samples were prepared for each experiment. All the 5	
glassware, and utensils used in the procedure were first thoroughly cleaned by sonication in, sequentially, an 6	
aqueous solution of Decon-90 detergent (Deacon Laboratories, Brighton, UK), ultrapure water, 20% isopropyl 7	
alcohol, and ultrapure water again, each time for ten minutes.  8	
The antimicrobial peptide Temporin L (see below for details on the synthesis) was first equilibrated in Tris 10 9	
mM / NaCl 150 mM, pH 7.4 ± 0.2 stock solution at a concentration of 1.3 mM. Having the peptide solution 10	
already buffered at neutral pH avoids the pH-induced changes in the conformation of the peptide. In the 11	
comparative AFM analysis, 30 µL of the stock solution were added to the sample (100 µL), obtaining a final 12	
concentration of ~ 0.3 mM. When used in solution 6, the initial pH of the solution (6.0 ± 0.5) was brought near 13	
neutral value (pH 7.0 ± 0.2) by the adjunction of the peptide solution, allowing direct comparison between the 14	
different solutions without concerns for pH effects on the peptide structure. Solution 7 is already buffered and 15	
no measurable pH change was observed upon adjunction of Temporin (pH 7.4 ± 0.2).   16	
 17	
Membrane penetrating peptide Temporin L synthesis 18	
Peptide synthesis grade DMF was obtained from AGTC Bioproducts (Hessle, UK), PyBOP from Apollo 19	
Scientific (Stockport, UK) and all resins and amino acids were purchased from Novabiochem by Merck 20	
(Darmstadt, Germany). These chemicals were used without further purification and stored under appropriate 21	
conditions, as detailed in the manufacturer’s instructions. Bond Elut solid phase extraction cartridges (20 mL, 22	
polypropylene with two polypropylene frits) were purchased from Crawford Scientific (Strathaven, UK) and 23	
used as reaction vessels for solid phase synthesis. Solvents were removed under reduced pressure using a Büchi 24	
Rotavapor R1 (Postfach, Switzerland), a shaker was used to mix solutions during solid phase synthesis and 25	
aqueous solutions were lyophilised using a Christ Alpha 1-2 LD Plus (Osterode am Harz, Germany) freeze-26	
drier. 27	
Temporin L (sequence FVQWFSKFLGRIL-NH2) was synthesised via manual solid phase peptide synthesis. 28	
Amino acid side chain functionality was protected as follows: FmocArg(Pbf)OH, FmocGln(Trt)OH, 29	
FmocLys(Boc)OH, FmocSer(tBu)OH and FmocTrp(Boc)OH. Fmoc-protected Rink Amide resin (0.1 mmol, 30	
128 mg, loading 0.78 mmol g-1) was swollen in DMF overnight at room temperature in a 20 mL polypropylene 31	
syringe fitted with two polyethylene frits. The resin was de-protected with piperidine (20 % in DMF v/v, 2 x 20 32	
min) and washed with DMF (3 x 2 mL). PyBOP (4 eq. with respect to the resin), the Fmoc-protected amino acid 33	
(4 eq.) and DIPEA (4 eq.) were dissolved in the minimum DMF and left to pre-activate for several minutes, 34	
before being added to the resin and placed on the shaker at 400 rpm at room temperature for 1 hour. The resin 35	
was then washed with DMF (3 x 2 mL) and de-protected using piperidine (20 % in DMF v/v, 2 x 20 min) and 36	
washed as before. Further amino acid couplings and Fmoc-deprotection steps were made as necessary to 37	
complete the full sequence. The resin was washed with DMF (3 x 2 mL) and then DCM (3 x 2 mL) to remove 38	
DMF prior to resin cleavage. Final cleavage from the resin was achieved using 95: 2.5: 2.5 TFA: H2O: TIPS (4 39	
mL). The resin was then placed on the shaker at 400 rpm for 4 hours and the resin removed by filtration. The 40	
cleavage cocktail was removed in vacuo, the crude product precipitated in diethyl ether (45 mL) and the 41	
precipitate retrieved by centrifuge for 15 min at 5000 rpm. The ether phase was decanted, the crude product 42	
dissolved in a mixture of acidified H2O and MeCN and lyophilised prior to RP-HPLC purification. The crude 43	
peptide was dissolved into ~1.5 mL (95 % H2O, 5 % MeCN, 0.1 % TFA) and purified by preparative RP-HPLC 44	
using a Perkin Elmer (Wokingham, UK) 200 Series LC pump with a Perkin-Elmer 785A UV-vis detector (λ = 45	
220 nm) on a SB Analytical column (ODS-H Optimal), 250 x 10 mm, 5 µm; flow rate = 2 mL min-1; typical 46	
linear gradient elution 0–100 % solvent B over 80 minutes, (solvent A = 0.1 % TFA in 95 % H2O, 5 % MeCN, 47	
solvent B = 0.1 % TFA in 5 % H2O, 95 % MeCN). Relevant fractions were collected, lyophilised and analysed 48	
by LC-MS and analytical RP-HPLC to yield Temporin L as a white powder (38 mg, 23 %); RP-analytical 49	
HPLC RT 17.8 min; approximate purity > 99 %; QToF MS mass calculated m/z [M+H]+ 821.0, mass observed 50	
[M+2H] 2+ 820.7. The characterisation data described can be found in the Supporting Material (Fig. S2). 51	
 52	
AFM measurements 53	
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A commercial AFM (Cypher ES, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with direct laser excitation 1	
(blueDrive) and temperature control was used for all the experiments. The blue drive and temperature control 2	
enable ultrastable operation and fully reproducible imaging parameters. This is important for allowing direct 3	
comparison between results acquired in the different imaging solutions. All measurements, except for the 4	
controls presented in Fig. S3, were conducted using cantilevers from a same wafer for better comparability 5	
(OMCL RC800-PSA, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The cantilevers have a nominal spring constant of 0.39 N/m and 6	
systematic thermal calibration (44, 66) showed variations of less than 10% between cantilevers. The tip is 7	
pyramidal shape with a curvature radius ≤ 15 nm at its apex. Imaging was carried out in amplitude modulation 8	
(AM) with the cantilever driven at its fundamental resonance frequency (~25 kHz in liquid) for all the 9	
experiments. In AM mode the cantilever is oscillated near resonance frequency and the amplitude is kept 10	
constant while scanning. The optical level sensitivity was calibrated before the experiments. The free amplitude 11	 𝐴!"## away from the interface was set to 𝐴!"## = 2.0 nm. Images were acquired at setpoint amplitudes 𝐴!"# of 12	
1.6, 1.2 and 0.6 nm for each sample, corresponding respectively to setpoint ratio 𝐴!"#/𝐴!"## of 0.8 (‘Soft’ 13	
imaging conditions), 0.6 (‘Medium’ imaging conditions) and 0.3 (‘Hard’ imaging conditions). In all cases, it 14	
was ensure that the tip did not traverse the bilayer while oscillating. If such an event occurs, it can be 15	
immediately identified by dramatic changes in the resulting image due to the tip tapping the hard substrate 16	
underneath the SLB. For the control experiments shown in Fig. S3 a cantilever carrying a rounded tip (radius of 17	
curvature of ~ 30 nm) made of the same material as the main tips was use (R30 FM, Nanosensors, Neuchatel, 18	
Switzerland).  19	
 20	
Analysis of the AFM images 21	
 22	
All the images were corrected for tilt (line or plane flattening) and lightly low-pass filtered to remove grainy 23	
noise using the WSxM software (Nanotec Electronica, Madrid, Spain) (67). Depending on the imaging solution, 24	
the membrane progressively became gel-like when decreasing the setpoint ratio (i.e. turning to ‘Hard’ imaging 25	
conditions). This transition induces the apparition of stable nano-features or nano-texturing of the membrane 26	
that remains in place throughout the imaging process. Quantification of the apparent surface structure was done 27	
with homemade routines programmed in Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, USA). Since objectively 28	
quantifying the degree of ‘order’ or the presence of ‘stable’ nanostructures is challenging, two different criteria 29	
were used to evaluate long-range and short-range lateral order respectively.  30	
A first method, based on Fourier analysis was used to quantify the relative increase on long-range (> 150 nm) 31	
order in the images, averaged over all directions. Long-range order is expected to increase significantly if the 32	
membrane undergoes a transition from fluid to gel-like. Here the analysis is done by examining the two-33	
dimensional Fast Fourier Transforms (2D FFT) of height images. A profile is averaged over all directions and 34	
back-transformed into real space (see Fig. S4 A-C). The resulting curves (one per topographic image, Fig. S4 C) 35	
exhibit local maxima where features of a given size are more abundant in the original image. The change 𝐶!!" 36	
in long-range order is then calculated using: 37	 𝐶!!" = 𝑃!!"!"#$ 𝑠 − 𝑃!!"!"#$ 𝑠  d𝑠!!!!                             (1) 
 38	
where 𝑃!!"!"#$ and 𝑃!!"!"#$ are the averaged profiles for the images acquired in Hard and Soft conditions 39	
respectively, and 𝑠1, 𝑠2 the interval in features sizes investigated. In 𝑃!!"!"#$, local maxima are clearly visible for 40	
feature sizes that are multiples of ~20 nm, the characteristic size of stress-induced gel-like protuberances. 41	
However, even when little stress is applied to the membrane (Soft and Medium conditions), some local maxima 42	
can be seen in the 10-50 nm size interval due to tip-induced fluctuations of the fluid membrane. The best 43	
indicator of membrane localised gelation is hence the existence of long-range order, obtained by taking [150 44	
µm; 300 µm] for the [𝑠1; 𝑠2] interval. 𝐶!!" is a quantitative indicator of the change in long-range order in a 45	
given sequence of images. However, its absolute value does not contain physically meaningful information and 46	 𝐶!!! can hence be normalised to the largest value when comparing different sequences (as in Fig. 3).  47	
The second method analyses the average correlation between adjacent linescans. It complements the Fourier 48	
analysis by quantifying the existence of short-range order, taking into account tip-induced fluctuations of a fluid 49	
membrane. If two adjacent profiles, as scanned by the tip, exhibit a high degree of similarity, then the resulting 50	
correlation will be close to unity (maximum value), regardless of the shape of the profile. Fluctuations over fluid 51	
membranes are hence likely to decrease the correlation (Fig. S4 D). Let’s consider a height profile line 52	
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𝑃!"##!"#$ !(𝑥) obtained from the raster scan line number 𝑛 of the AFM tip over the image. 𝑥 designates a point 1	
along the profile. The image being 256 by 256 pixels, we have 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 255. We define 𝑚𝑎𝑥!"#$ !, 𝑚𝑖𝑛!"#$ ! 2	
and 𝑎𝑣𝑔!"#$ ! the numerical values of the maximum height, minimum height and average height of 𝑃!"##!"#$ !. We 3	
can then define a normalised profile 𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ ! as follow: 4	
 5	 𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ ! = 𝑃!"##!"#$ ! − 𝑎𝑣𝑔!"#$ !𝑚𝑎𝑥!"#$ ! −𝑚𝑖𝑛!"#$ !                                                 (2) 
This normalisation procedure ensures that each 𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ ! is centred on zero (no vertical offset) and has a 6	
maximum height variation of 1. We can then calculate the degree of correlation 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟!,!!! between the two 7	
adjacent lines 𝑛 and 𝑛 + 1: 8	 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟!,!!! = 1 − 𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ ! 𝑥 − 𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ !!! 𝑥 ! d𝑥𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ ! 𝑥 + 𝑁𝑃!"##!"#$ !!! 𝑥 ! d𝑥              (3) 
 9	
where the integral is calculated over the whole length of the profile. Defined in this manner, we have 0 ≤10	 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟!,!!! ≤ 1, with 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟!,!!! = 1 corresponding to a situation where the two profiles are identical and the 11	
values close to zero to a low degree of correlation. We note that other definitions of correlation are possible, but 12	
the present definition has the advantage of being intrinsically normalised, with a simple interpretation of the 13	
values obtained. We can then calculate a single correlation value 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 for any given image by averaging all the 14	
correlation results 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟!,!!! for 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 255. The uncertainty is taken as the standard error. 15	
Quantitative analysis of the image features was conducted on the raw data without any prior processing except 16	
for tilt correction.  17	
 18	
FRAP measurements 19	
FRAP measurements were conducted on the DOPC SLBs in order to quantify lipid mobility in each solution. As 20	
for AFM, the FRAP measurements were conducted after rinsing of the SLBs with a diluted solution. A 21	
fluorescently labelled lipid (DPPE-Rhod, Avanti lipids) was added to the DOPC bilayer (0.05%). Its low 22	
concentration does not affect the overall DOPC fluidity but the Rhodamine tag provides the fluorescence 23	
needed. After the SLB formation, the sample was placed in an EZ-C1 Nikon Confocal Microscope (Nikon UK 24	
Limited, Kingston, UK) and imaged in reflection mode. The fluorescence recovery was analysed over a 10×10 25	
µm2 bleaching spot within a 500×500 µm2 image. We acquired 45 frames (1 second/frame, 2 seconds gap 26	
between consecutive frames) over a total duration of 1 minute and 30 seconds. At least three frame sequences 27	
were acquired for each sample so as to optimize the measurements parameters, ensure reliability of the result 28	
and derive statistically meaningful results. The dark background was avoided to prevent modification of the 29	
digital contrast. In cases where the bilayer did not cover the whole sample uniformly, we centred the bleaching-30	
spot at the centre of the largest as possible patches (see also Supporting Material, Fig. S5 for details).  31	
The images sequences obtained from the FRAP measurements were processed with a user-defined macro 32	
available in the software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, USA). The resulting time-dependant 33	
fluorescence intensity data were processed with in-built analysis tools in the software Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, 34	
Lake Oswego, USA). The geometry of the bleaching spot being squared, the standard fitting equations (68) 35	
normally used to derive the diffusion coefficient (D) were adapted based on the derivation given in reference 36	
(69) and used to fit time-dependent intensity data: 37	
𝐼 𝑡 = 𝑎! + 𝑎! 1 − 𝑤!𝑤! + 4𝜋𝐷 𝑡 − 𝑡!"#$%!                     (4) 
where 𝑤 (in µm) is the width of the square spot area and D (µm2/s) is the diffusion coefficient of the lipid 38	
molecules in the bilayer (see Fig. S5). The diffusion coefficients derived in each case were averaged over the 39	
different sequences captured and the stated uncertainty is the standard error of the average. Higher uncertainties 40	
values are found in presence of smaller SLB patches due to edge effects (see Supporting Material discussion 41	
accompanying Fig. S5).  42	
 43	
 44	
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1	
 2	
Mechanical stress induces ion-dependent nanoscale texturing of the bilayer 3	
 4	
Figure 1 shows representative AFM images of DOPC SLBs formed in the eight different saline solutions used. 5	
In each case, images acquired in scanning conditions described as ‘Soft’, ‘Medium’ and ‘Hard’ are given, 6	
corresponding to setpoint ratios of 0.8, 0.6, and 0.3 respectively (see Materials and Methods for details). 7	
When imaged in Soft conditions, the average pressure exerted by the tip on the membrane is minimal and no 8	
particular features are visible, except for occasional protrusions due to un-fused vesicles. The membrane is fluid 9	
and the tip tends to sweep molecules as it scans across the surface, leading to relatively noisy images 10	
characteristic of AFM operation over fluid bilayers. As the imaging conditions progressively change from ‘Soft’ 11	
to ‘Hard’, the average pressure exerted by the tip on the membrane increases and the appearance of the 12	
membrane can change dramatically, depending on the ionic content of the solution used for the bilayer 13	
formation. In order to emphasise the impact of ions in contact with the proximal leaflet (where the bilayer is 14	
supported), the SLB was rinsed with a diluted ionic solution (measurement solution) immediately before 15	
imaging (see Fig. S1). Using solutions containing only monovalent ions or divalent ions with Tris buffer little 16	
change is visible, as exemplified by solution 7 (Tris 10 mM / NaCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM). In contrast, in 17	
solutions containing no Tris and divalent ions clear nanoscale structures start to emerge. This is particularly 18	
visible in solution 6 (KCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM) where the bilayer surface orders itself in a corrugated profile 19	
composed of an extended network of 10-20 nm wide and ~0.8 nm deep valleys and ridges spanning the imaged 20	
area. These stable peaks and valleys create a nanoscale pattern hereafter referred as a ‘nano-texture’ for 21	
simplicity. These structures appear stable while the tip pressure is maintained and consecutive images acquired 22	
in Hard conditions show reproducible nanoscale features, despite DOPC being normally fluid at the 23	
experimental temperature of 25°C (transition temperature 𝑇! = −17° C in solution). This gel-like nano-texture 24	
appears almost instantaneously when pressure is applied by the scanning tip, pointing to a tip-induced effect. 25	
The stability of this nano-texture is reminiscent of a fluid to gel phase transition, hence our use of ‘gel-like’, but 26	
the present results do not characterise the nature of this transition. The texture eventually disappears if the tip is 27	
moved away from the surface of the membrane. This can be seen when changing scan conditions between 28	
consecutive images, suggesting a stress relaxation occurring over minutes (see Fig. S6). There is an apparent 29	
opposing action of Tris and CaCl2, both working in conjunction with the monovalent salts. When both species 30	
are present in the solution the fate of the membrane under stress becomes difficult to predict. Some subtle 31	
differences can be seen between the monovalent ions. There is, for example, a clearer texture definition in 32	
solution 3 than in solution 4, but between solution 5 and 6 the situation is reversed. Adjunction of cholesterol in 33	
the membrane only reinforces this effect (Fig. S7). This is hardly surprising given the different physico-34	
chemical properties of cholesterol, but the result suggest that stress-induced nano-texturing may be a common 35	
feature of biological membranes. 36	
Determining the origin of these nanostructures is not straightforward because the measurement process plays a 37	
role in their formation. Firstly, interactions between the imaging tip and the lipid bilayer can influence both the 38	
membrane and the observations. Here, to limit tip-induced disruption of the membrane, the AFM is operated in 39	
amplitude modulation, with the tip intermittently pressing the surface of the lipids. In contact mode, a similar 40	
nano-texture of the DOPC SLBs could be observed (Fig. S8 for an example in solution 6). However, the 41	
shearing motion of the tip in contact with the membrane renders this mode of imaging unstable and the tip tends 42	
to traverse the membrane even when using ultra-soft imaging conditions. In amplitude modulation, the imaging 43	
is fully stable. Depending on the imaging conditions (Soft, Medium or Hard) the tip probes the hydration 44	
landscape at the surface of the membrane or the nano-mechanical properties of the membrane itself (70, 71). In 45	
practice, this is quantitatively controlled by the imaging setpoint (see Material and Methods) that can be almost 46	
instantaneously re-adjusted at any time. In Hard imaging conditions, the setpoint is relatively low (about 30% of 47	
the free amplitude) and the tip transiently presses on the lipid surface during every oscillation cycle. Since the 48	
fast tip motion is vertical with respect to the lipid surface no significant shear is imposed. The nanoscale 49	
structures therefore appear to be induced by normal compression of the membrane, but the tip only dwells a few 50	
microseconds in a same location before moving on. 51	
 52	
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 1	
 2	
FIGURE 1: Comparative analysis of representative AFM micrographs obtained on DOPC SLBs in each solution. The 3	
average force exerted by the imaging tip on the SLB gradually increases as the scanning conditions change from ‘Soft’ to 4	
‘Medium’ to ‘Hard’ (corresponding respectively to setpoint values of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.3). The images acquired in solution 7 5	
(Tris 10 mM / NaCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM) exhibit little influence of the scanning conditions on the appearance of the 6	
SLB’s surface. In contrast, images acquired in solution 6 (KCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM), show and obvious increase in 7	
surface roughness and the apparition of clear topographic ‘nano-texture’ as the setpoint decreases. All images scale bars are 8	
50 nm and the colour scale bar represents a height variation of 0.8 nm. 9	
 10	
Quantifying the maximum force 𝐹 and the average pressure 𝑃 locally applied by the tip to the SLB is 11	
challenging. The tip oscillates at the resonance frequency of the cantilever, and its instantaneous deflection is 12	
not directly related to the applied force (72, 73). Here, we are only interested in estimating the orders of 13	
magnitude of 𝐹 and 𝑃 and therefore use the following approximation: 𝐹~𝑘𝐴!(1 − 𝑆) where 𝑘 is the spring 14	
constant of the cantilever, 𝐴! the free amplitude and 𝑆 the setpoint ratio. This approximation yields 𝐹~0.6 nN in 15	
Hard imaging conditions, so a force in the order of 0.1-1 nN, consistent with previous nano-mechanical studies 16	
9	
	
(73, 74). For the standard AFM tip, such a force induces a tip indentation depth of typically less than a 1	
nanometre in a biomembrane (74, 75). If we further assume that the contact area of the tip with the membrane is 2	
in the order of 100 nm2, the local tip-induced pressure in the membrane is in the order of 𝑃~1 − 10 MPa. This 3	
pressure is comparable to the normal elasticity modulus (compressibility) of typical biomembranes (75, 76), and 4	
can be naturally induced by proteins able to locally alter the molecular arrangement of the lipids (77). Control 5	
experiments conducted with a tip presenting a radius of curvature twice as large revealed a similar nano-6	
texturing of the membrane, although with smaller height variations due to the tip’s size. Quantitative analysis of 7	
the features sizes indicated no significant difference between results obtained with the two different tips, 8	
suggesting that the features are intrinsic to the DOPC SLB and not due to tip convolution effects (Fig. S3).  9	
 10	
Secondly, the strong influence of the solution in which the SLB is formed on the apparition of nano-texture 11	
points to ion-modulated substrate-lipid interactions. The local organization of the lipid molecules is dependent 12	
on the composition of the solution, provided the membrane is under a stress stimulus. This effect is also present 13	
if the experiment is carried out in the formation solution (Fig. S1) but it appears more clearly in the diluted 14	
solution (Fig. 1). Ionic species present in solution are known to influence specifically the mechanical and 15	
diffusion properties of the lipid bilayers (35), but to the best of our knowledge, no results available to date have 16	
examined the impact of the solution between the bilayer and its support, in particular mesoscale effects. Here, 17	
the particular stress-induced surface texture imaged by AFM suggest the lipids to behave similarly to “shear-18	
thickening” liquids in rheology, with an effective viscosity determined by the ionic composition of the solution. 19	
The ions interact strongly enough with the lipids to trigger changes in their mobility within the membrane when 20	
under stress. Ion-mediated interactions between the lipids and the supporting substrate can in principle also 21	
stabilise the bilayer. It is known that several water layers are present between the lipids head-groups facing the 22	
mica (proximal leaflet) and the surface of the mica itself (32, 70). Ions must also be present in this region given 23	
their key role in modulating the bilayer deposition from vesicles in solution (78), and buffer ions can form 24	
nanoscale features on mica (79). However, these ionic features appear on a scale typically smaller than that 25	
observed here (79) and the membrane is generally fluid (15). The effect of the substrate can hence be seen as 26	
global and mostly homogenous with regard to the membrane properties, but local interactions could explain the 27	
spatial reproducibility of the textures observed over a same area. To distinguish the effect of the ions on the 28	
proximal and the distal (exposed) leaflet, we conducted some experiments where the SLB was formed in 29	
ultrapure water, and the liquid subsequently gently exchanged with a KCl and/or Tris solution known to induce 30	
considerable nano-texture under AFM imaging. Such texture appeared under tip pressure only when ions were 31	
in the solution, and disappeared completely after subsequent thorough rinsing with pure water. In contrast, 32	
bilayers prepared by directly re-hydrating the lipids in an ionic solution retained their ability to form textures 33	
even after several rinsing steps with water. This suggests a strong (almost irreversible) interaction between ions 34	
and the lipids, and confirms the limited influence of the substrate. In order to further support this finding, we 35	
have attempted to repeat our experiments on silicon oxide for its amorphous surface arrangement. The 36	
measurements were however inconclusive due to the intrinsic substrate’s roughness which is comparable to that 37	
of the stress-induced texture on the bilayer (Fig. S9). 38	
 39	
 40	
Molecular origins of the stress-induced nano-texture 41	
 42	
The results presented above demonstrate that the nano-texture induced by mechanical stress of the membrane is 43	
strongly dependent on the solution through ion-mediated substrate-lipid interactions. The results also show that 44	
the features composing this nano-texture are an intrinsic property of the DOPC SLB and do not significantly 45	
depend on the geometry of the AFM tip. Taken together, these findings hint at a local molecular rearrangement 46	
of the lipid when under stress so as to form solid-like nano ‘nodules’ that return to the initial fluid bilayer 47	
arrangement once the applied stress is removed. In other words, the bilayer could undergo a local fluid to gel-48	
like transition when under stress, a process influenced by the ions’ ability to modulate substrate-lipid and lipid-49	
lipid interactions. It is well know that bilayers can exhibit ripples or corrugations induced mechanically (80), 50	
electrically (81) or by temperature when in pre-transition state (63, 82-84). These effects depend on various 51	
parameters such as head-group hydration, carbon chain length and ion species present in solution (85-87). Here 52	
similar effects seem at play but locally, on the nanometre scale. Stable surface texture indicates a high degree of 53	
molecular ordering within the bilayer, comparable to a highly localised pre-transition state. To verify this 54	
hypothesis, we conducted experiments similar to that presented in Fig. 1, but at different temperatures. The fluid 55	
to gel phase transition temperature of SLBs has been shown to increase by up to 10 °C compared to the same 56	
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lipids in solution. The DOPC SLB remains fluid when imaged in Soft conditions, but if the AFM tip is able to 1	
induce local gelation-like molecular ordering, a shift of 15 °C in the system temperature can be expected to have 2	
a significant effect. We have therefore explored the behaviour of the SLB also at 10 °C and 50 °C for a solution 3	
exhibiting limited stress-induced nano-texturing of the membrane (solution 7). The results, presented in Fig. 2 4	
confirm that the tendency of the bilayer to form nano-texture increases at lower temperatures while the opposite 5	
is true when the temperature is increased to 50 °C. This temperature dependence is consistent with the 6	
hypothesis of stress-induced molecular ordering of the lipids, similar to a phase transition; the cooling limits 7	
thermal excitation of the lipid molecules and favour gel-like molecular order in the membrane. The tip locally 8	
increases the lipid-lipid proximity by momentarily confining the membrane and hence inducing local the 9	
ordering (similar to gelation) more efficiently. The thermal vibrations of the lipid molecules increase with the 10	
temperature, making it more difficult for the confining tip to induce the transition at 50 °C. 11	
 12	
 13	
 14	
FIGURE 2: AFM images of the evolution of DOPC SLBs on mica as a function of temperature (A). The SLB is formed in 15	
solution 7 (Tris 10 mM / NaCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM). The graphs (B) and (C) quantify the relative evolution of the stress-16	
induced nano-texture as a function of temperature. The existence of long-range order is given by FFT analysis (B) while 17	
line-by-line correlation (C) quantifies short-range order on the membrane (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S4 for 18	
details). In all cases, a significant decrease of order is visible at 50 °C. The images scale bar is 50 nm and the colour scale 19	
bar represents a height variation of 0.8 nm. 20	
 21	
 22	
In order to analyse more quantitatively the tendency of a given system to undergo local gelation-like effects 23	
under stress we used two different and complementary approaches (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S4 for 24	
details). The first approach (Fig. 3 A) quantifies that relative increase in long-range order as the imaging 25	
conditions change from Soft to Hard. Stable features should allow for improved longer-range order compared to 26	
a fluctuating membrane. The quantification is done by integrating the long-range (> 150 nm) Fourier intensities 27	
in all the directions of the reciprocal space (Fig. S4). The second approach quantifies short-range order by 28	
examining the relative average increase in spatial correlation between two consecutive scan profiles upon a 29	
change in scanning conditions. If the bilayer is in fluid state, two consecutive lines scan profiles will show little 30	
correlation since surface features are mostly random. However, when gel-like texture appears, the degree of 31	
11	
	
correlation between adjacent profiles significantly increases. Both quantification approaches clearly support the 1	
qualitative observations derived from the AFM images. 2	
 3	
 4	
Nano-texturing vs lipids mobility 5	
 6	
Stress and temperature both influence the phase transition in the SLB. The impact of the third parameter central 7	
to this study –the ionic content of the solution– is however less clear, beyond qualitative observations. It is 8	
obvious that ions can enhance or limit nano-texturing, but results can be confusing. For example, temperature 9	
studies such as that presented in Fig. 2 did not show conclusive results in certain solutions (Fig. S10). Similar 10	
inconclusive observations were made when replacing the phosphocholine zwitterionic lipid headgroup with a 11	
negatively charged phosphoserine that strongly binds cations (88, 89) (Fig. S11). This apparent complexity 12	
suggests that the ions cannot be considered in isolation, but their hydration properties as well as those of the 13	
lipids needs taking into consideration. In any case, it is clear that the mechanisms allowing specific ions or 14	
combination of ions to modulate substrate-lipid and lipid-lipid interactions is likely to take place at all time in 15	
solution, and not only when stress is applied with the AFM tip. If a given solution tends to enhance the 16	
formation of stress-induced nano-texture, its ions can be expected to stabilise lipid-lipid interactions within the 17	
SLB, effectively reducing the mobility of individual lipids molecules and bringing the bilayer closer to a gel 18	
transition. As for measurements at different temperatures, the action of the tip only provides a further reduction 19	
of mobility that would allow for a local transition similar to gelation to take place. To verify this hypothesis we 20	
conducted FRAP measurements over DOPC SLBs in each of the eight solutions (see Supporting Material, Fig. 21	
S5 for measurement details). The resulting diffusion coefficients in solution can then be examined against the 22	
tendency for stress-induced nano-texture over the same system, quantified using the two approaches described 23	
in the previous section (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S4 for details). The result is shown in Fig. 3 where 24	
the diffusion coefficient is plotted against the SLB’s tendency to form stress-induced nano-texture, quantified 25	
with both analysis methods and in each solution. 26	
Overall, the results shown in Fig. 3 support the hypothesis, namely the existence of an anti-correlation between 27	
lipid mobility and the formation of stress-induced nano-texture in the membrane. The low diffusion coefficients 28	
obtained in solutions 5 and 6 correlate with the significant texture intensity observed in AFM images under Hard 29	
conditions. In contrast, the ternary mixtures that induce the weakest AFM contrast exhibit relative high diffusion 30	
coefficients. Monovalent salts such as NaCl and KCl present significant differences in their diffusion 31	
coefficients when in association with CaCl2 or with Tris. In any case, these results show that ions are able to 32	
locally control the mobility of lipids in a supported membrane also in the absence of mechanical stress or 33	
confinement. These observations are not limited to DOPC, and experiments conducted on biologically more 34	
relevant POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) bilayers revealed a very similar behaviour 35	
(see Fig. S12). This confirms the generality of our findings, at least for phosphocholine-based SLBs. The 36	
combination of these findings with, previously described, stress-induced nano texturing effect unveils the 37	
possibility of for ion-induced clusters of lipids molecules to exist naturally in the membrane, and act as diffusion 38	
units at the mesoscale. In this picture, the AFM only enhances the already existing nanostructure by applying 39	
mechanical stress. It is, however, not possible to distinguish whether the AFM tip induces or simply reveals the 40	
nano-texture solely based on the present data. AFM measurements are fundamentally perturbative in nature, and 41	
we cannot exclude possible unexpected effects of the AFM tip on the system, especially in the absence of 42	
independent experimental confirmation.  43	
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 2	
FIGURE 3 Graphs of the lipid diffusion coefficient values in all the eight different solutions plotted against the tendency of 3	
the membrane to form nano-texture when under mechanical stress. The two graphs are for the two quantification methods of 4	
the stress-induced nano-texturing tendency. The first graph (A) gives the diffusion coefficient against the relative increase in 5	
long-range (> 150 nm) order as the imaging conditions change from Soft to Hard, derived from Fourier analysis. The second 6	
graph (B) shows the diffusion coefficient against the relative change in spatial correlation between two consecutively 7	
acquired line scan profiles as the imaging conditions change from Soft to Hard. The error bars represent the standard error of 8	
each measurement. The dotted lines are linear fits of the data. Details of the analysis are given in Materials and Methods and 9	
in Figs. S4 and S5.  10	
 11	
 12	
Impact of nano-texturing on interacting biomolecules  13	
 14	
The results of the last section clearly show that, depending on the ionic composition of the solution between the 15	
membrane and its support, the local viscoelastic properties of the bilayer can change significantly. The AFM 16	
experiments suggest that this change is not uniform at the molecular level, but rather involves mesoscale lipid 17	
clusters on the 20-50 nm range. Practically, the existence of ion-modulated mesoscale variations in fluid 18	
bilayers’ properties could play an important role in controlling molecular processes in the membrane, for 19	
example spatially guiding dissolved chemicals and biomolecules to certain locations of the membrane, or 20	
preventing/enhancing adsorption near supported location. This idea is difficult to verify for natural 21	
biomembranes given their complexity, but we tested the underlying principle by examining the spatial details of 22	
13	
	
how cell-penetrating peptides insert into DOPC SLBs exposed to solutions promoting or limiting nano-texturing 1	
(solutions 6 and 7, respectively). We use a well-known antimicrobial peptide, Temporin L for this experiment. 2	
Temporin L was first isolated from the skin secretion of the European red frog Rana temporaria (90, 91). 3	
Temporin L disrupts plasma membranes inducing cell death in bacteria (92) and parasites (93, 94). The results, 4	
shown in Fig. 4 confirm the idea: the adsorption of Temporin L significantly differs in solution 6 compared to 5	
solution 7, even when imaged in Soft conditions. (Fig. 4 B and D, respectively). In solution 6, the high degree of 6	
similarity between the stress-induced (Fig. 1) and Temporin L-induced (Fig. 4 B) nano-textures in the bilayer 7	
strongly suggests a correlation: the ionic solution can locally modify the properties of the bilayer, which in turn 8	
modulate localise adsorption of the peptide. In contrast, the bilayer structure induced by Temporin L adsorption 9	
is less clear in solution 7, despite an increase in long-range order indicating that the membrane is more solid-like 10	
(Fig. 4 D). 11	
 12	
 13	
 14	
FIGURE 4: Impact of ions in solution on the adsorption of Temporin L into DOPC SLBs. Two solutions are compared: 15	
solution 6 (KCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM) (A-B) and solution 7 (Tris 10 mM / NaCl 150 mM / CaCl2 2 mM) (C-D). All the 16	
AFM images are taken in Soft imaging condition. The apparition of stable textures in topography is caused by the insertion 17	
of Temporin L into the SLB. The process appears dependent on the type of solution in which the experiment takes place. The 18	
more pronounced surface texturing is obtained in the solution inducing the largest stress-induced texturing of the pure SLB. 19	
In both cases, pH effects can be ruled out (see Materials and Methods). The images scale bar is 50 nm and the colour scale 20	
bar represents a height variation of 0.8 nm.  21	
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General discussion 1	
 2	
Taken together, the results presented in this paper suggest that ions can locally order fluid membranes on the 3	
mesoscale through interactions involving primarily the lipid headgroups. The effect is particularly strong for 4	
SLBs, where ions and water molecules located between the membrane and the support can form a more ordered 5	
hydrogen bond network due to spatial confinement (33). The fact that these lipid-ion interactions involve 6	
specific ions and are not enhanced with charged phosphoserine headgroups suggest that electrostatics alone is 7	
not sufficient to explain the observations, but rather the interacting hydration shells of both the dissolved ions 8	
and the headgroups (95). This is further supported by the fact that similar results were obtained with DOPC and 9	
POPC SLBs, confirming that interactions between the lipid tails do not dominate the local molecular ordering in 10	
the bilayer investigated here. These finding are compatible with previous studies over similar systems where 11	
ion-modulated membrane cohesion was found for symmetrically exposed bilayers (85-87, 95). Here the results 12	
are dominated by the effect of ions on the proximal leaflet, but the tendency nonetheless stands (96, 97). The 13	
asymmetry induced by substrate interactions can influence the phase-transition temperature of membranes (97), 14	
as well as natural membrane fluctuations (96), and lipids microdomain diffusion (98). Our investigations 15	
integrate these studies and highlight the specific effect of ion-mediated substrate interactions on the lipids’ 16	
diffusion and stress-induced nano-texturing. In the absence of mechanical stress, the membrane remains fluid, 17	
but with a diffusion coefficient that depends on the ions in solution. We propose that this can be understood as 18	
due to the existence of transient lipid clusters, effectively acting as the membrane diffusion units. In this picture, 19	
the clusters are held together by the ion-mediated hydration interactions between lipid headgroups with other 20	
lipids and the substrate, and their size is on the same order as the spatial texture seen by AFM. Imposing a local 21	
stress with the AFM tip does not induce mesoscale molecular ordering, but only reinforces it to the point where 22	
local transition similar to gelation can occur over the area scanned by the tip. Practically, this gives rise to the 23	
characteristic solid-like nano-texture reported in this paper.  24	
Although more work is needed to fully confirm the proposed picture, our results already suggest intriguing 25	
possibilities for the function of natural biological membranes. First, the existence of mesoscale order has 26	
consequences for the local dynamics induced by the support of fluid membranes; local lipid clusters naturally 27	
alter both the mechanical properties of the membrane and its ability to respond to external constraints such as 28	
changes in shape. The same mechanisms could also play a role for the formation of transient proteins and lipid 29	
clusters in the membrane, in particular when considering the debated topic of rafts (63, 84, 99). An important 30	
aspect of this picture is its independence on energy which would make it an efficient amplification mechanism 31	
for membrane proteins able to locally induce mechanical stress in the membrane. Second, depending on the ions 32	
in contact with the membrane and the supporting structure, chemicals and biomolecules in solution will not 33	
interact with each location of the membrane equally, but some spatial modulation will take place. This is 34	
exemplified here by the spatially modulated adsorption of a peptide into the DOPC SLB (Fig. 4). Further work 35	
will establish the extent to which these effects impact complex natural membranes. 36	
 37	
 38	
 39	
CONCLUSION 40	
In this paper, we report how different ionic solutions can modulate the nanoscale properties of supported fluid 41	
lipid bilayers, allowing local ordering and clustering of the lipid molecules, and promoting stress-induced local 42	
gel-like molecular ordering. When observed at the nanoscale, the stress-induced local transitions appear as a 43	
nano-texture induced by nodules with a characteristic length-scale of 20-30 nm. Combining atomic force 44	
microscopy in liquid and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching measurements, we correlate the well-45	
known macroscopic effect of ions on lipid mobility in DOPC bilayers with the lipids tendency to form nano-46	
texture that we attribute to local ordering in the membrane mediated by the water and ions trapped between the 47	
bilayer and its support. Our results highlight a clear but complex interplay between ions, hydration water, 48	
substrate, and lipid dynamics at the nanoscale with potentially important consequences for biological 49	
membranes. We illustrate this last point by showing that the interaction of peptides with DOPC bilayers is 50	
spatially modulated following a similar pattern to the stress-induced nano-texture of the membrane in the same 51	
solution in the absence of the peptide. Significantly, we show that ions alone are able to modulate the properties 52	
of bilayers over characteristic mesoscopic length-scales, resulting in complex membrane behaviour without any 53	
need for additional energy-dependant processes such as shepherding proteins. We believe our findings could 54	
15	
	
have significant implications for understanding the behaviour of biological membranes, in particular the active 1	
role played by lipids in supporting biological function. 2	
 3	
 4	
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